Polly doesn't snuggle up with her sis, but she does turn on the creepiest nightlight ever to make Betty feel better. Seriously, that thing is terrifying. I don't see how it would make Betty feel safe. They catch up quickly: Polly is pregnant (!) with Jason's baby, and they were planning to run away together (!) on July 4th but Polly was sent to this place instead by her parents; the Coopers told Polly that Betty is their daughter, alive (!), and that they'll stop). Polly & Jason Flashbacks, Sheriff talks to Polly | Riverdale 1x08. Riverdale 1x08 Opening Scene, the story of Jason and Polly. [Riverdale] All Polly Cooper Scenes (Season 1) HD. Riverdale - 1x12: Chapter Thirteen: The Sweet Hereafter Deleted Scene ft. Betty, Veronica, Polly & Reggie. Riverdale - 1x12: Coopers family (Betty: I'm a Blossom?) polly and jason - riverdale. Riverdale 2×15 Polly brings the twins| Fred's plans for Riverdale.